
The Ultimate Guide On How To Play Handball:
The Rules, Scoring, Strategies, and Playing
Positions
Are you a fan of fast-paced, action-packed team sports? If so, handball might just
be the perfect game for you! Handball is a thrilling sport that combines elements
of soccer, basketball, and hockey, making it a favorite among both players and
spectators around the world. In this comprehensive guide, we will take you
through the rules, scoring, strategies, and playing positions of handball, helping
you become a pro in no time!

The Rules of Handball

Handball is played on a court, with two teams of six players each, including one
goalkeeper. The objective of the game is simple: to score more goals than the
opposing team by throwing a ball into the opponent's goal. Here are the key rules
you need to know:

1. Starting the Game: The game begins with a throw-off, where one player
from each team stands in their respective halves, and the ball is thrown into
the air in the center of the court. The teams then try to gain possession of the
ball.

2. Dribbling and Passing: Players can dribble the ball while moving, similar to
basketball. However, at least one foot must be in contact with the ground
while performing each dribble. Passing the ball to teammates is also allowed,
but the ball cannot touch the floor.

3. Shooting and Scoring: The aim of the game is to score goals by throwing
the ball into the opponent's goal. The ball must be released before or on the



edge of the crease, and the shot must be taken from outside the six-meter
line. The team with the most goals at the end of the game wins.

4. Defending and Blocking: The defending team tries to prevent the opposing
team from scoring by blocking shots or stealing the ball. The goalkeeper
plays a crucial role in saving shots on goal, using any part of their body to
stop the ball from entering the net.

5. Fouls and Penalties: There are various fouls in handball, including pushing,
holding, tripping, and stepping into the crease. When a foul occurs, the
opposing team is awarded a free-throw or a penalty shot, depending on the
severity of the offense.

The Scoring System

In handball, each goal counts as one point. The team that scores the most goals
within the given time frame wins the game. If the scores are level at the end of
regular play, the game may go into overtime or be decided by a penalty shootout.
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Strategies for Success

To excel in handball, it's important to have a well-formed game plan. Here are a
few strategies that can give you an edge on the court:

1. Fast Break: Utilize the fast break strategy by swiftly transitioning from
defense to offense when you gain possession of the ball. This can catch the
opposing team off guard and lead to quick and easy goals.

2. Set Plays: Develop well-rehearsed set plays to maximize your team's
scoring opportunities. These plays involve pre-determined movements and
passes to confuse the defense and create open shooting opportunities for
your attackers.

3. Strong Defense: Focus on solid defensive strategies to prevent goals. This
includes maintaining proper positioning, putting pressure on the ball carrier,
and using effective communication to coordinate defense.

4. Teamwork: Handball is a team sport, and effective teamwork is crucial for
success. Utilize synchronized passing, off-the-ball movements, and an
understanding of your teammates' strengths and weaknesses to create a
cohesive and dominant team.

Playing Positions

Handball has a variety of playing positions, each with specific roles and
responsibilities. Here are the key positions you may find in a handball team:

1. Goalkeeper: The last line of defense. The goalkeeper's primary job is to
save shots on goal using their hands, feet, or any part of their body.
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2. Backcourt Players: These players are responsible for setting up attacking
plays, controlling the flow of the game, and providing scoring opportunities
for their teammates.

3. Wings: The wing players are usually fast and agile, making quick runs
towards the goal to receive passes and score goals.

4. Pivot: The pivot player usually operates from the center and is responsible
for creating space for the backcourt players, drawing defenders, and
assisting in scoring or passing opportunities.

5. Defensive Players: These players specialize in defensive duties, putting
pressure on the opponents, stealing the ball, and disrupting the opposing
team's attacks.

Now that you have a solid understanding of handball's rules, scoring, strategies,
and playing positions, it's time to hit the court and start practicing! Handball is a
thrilling sport that offers endless excitement and challenges. So grab a ball,
gather your friends, and enjoy the exhilarating world of handball!
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Dimensions : 6 x 0.11 x 9 inches

HANDBALL FOR BEGINNERS
Everyone knows how fun handball can be. But if you’re ready to learn the sport
for real, this short, simple, and to the point book will get you up to speed on
everything you need to know.
Get a copy now, to start playing handball like a pro!
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